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The Sky This Month - Mar to Apr 2013

Blake delivered his The Sky This Month presentation at the March 6, 2013 Recreational
Astronomy Night meeting at the Ontario Science Centre. The handout provided included
a calendar for portions of March and April 2013 along with some descriptive notes. The
notes have been reproduced here. You may view or download and print the calendar
PDF  file (536 KB).

 

talk of tails

Have you seen a comet? More than 1? 10? More than 20? Canadian comet hunter
David Levy discovered over 20 comets. His description of comets is very apt. Levy says
comets are like cats: they have tails and do whatever they want!

All the recent hoopla about C/2011 L4 Pan-STARRS is a little—well—optimistic.
Statements that it will be brighter than the full Moon are brazen. Initially, people were
saying it would be magnitude -1, i.e. very bright. It is perhaps wise to have guarded
optimism for impending comets. Already this comet is dropping below initial expected
brightness levels. Who knows what we'll see when it becomes visible in the northern
hemisphere.

See http://spaceweather.com/ for attractive comet images from observers in the southern
hemisphere.

C/2011 L4 Pan-STARRS was nearest the Earth (perigee) on March 5. It will be nearest
the Sun (perihelion) on Mar 10. That will be an important time. This is the first trip around
the Sun for this visitor from the Oort cloud. The gravitation forces might rip the comet
apart. If it survives intact then it might be visible above our horizon a couple of days later.

Mar 10 and 11, it will be left of the Sun, at sunset, in the west, with the comet's tail
parallel to the horizon. In other words, level with the Sun and setting at the same time.
And close to the Sun. In a bright sky. Current estimates are saying it may be magnitude 2
or 3. So, don't expect much at this point. But the comet itself may be visible, with the tail
pointing straight up, on Mar 15 and 16, against a darker sky. And then, it will
progressively move up and away (to the right). Fingers crossed.

As a comparison, Mercury, a point-source, is challenging to see at magnitude 0 and -1.

Back on Mar 12 and 13, again, if the comet is visible, we might have a very photogenic
scene, as a very young Moon goes through the area. Have the camera and tripod ready.
And let's hope for a break in these bleak grey clouds.

Deep sky imagers, plan for the comet passing near the Andromeda galaxy April 2
through 5. It is expected to be magnitude 5 or 6 at that time.

This is not meant to be negative news. Rather, it is important to have good, solid facts.
So, let's hope for the best but be ready for the worst. In other words, we might not be
able to see comet C/2011 L4 Pan-STARRS unaided. Be sure to have your binoculars or
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small telescope at the ready.

One final point. Many are casually referring to this object at Comet Pan-STARRS. That's
OK for now. But consider that Pan-STARRS is a "system" for discovering comets. It has
discovered many and it will find more. So the somewhat awkward designation C/2011 L4
distinguishes this particular comet from others found by the Pan-STARRS system. Be
sure to use this precise designation for your log books.

 

light off dust

While comet hunting in the west, after sunset, you might see zodiacal light.

This is the light from the Sun reflecting off dust and small particles in the plane of the
solar system. From our perspective, this will appear along the imaginary path that the
planets, the Moon, and the Sun follow (officially, the ecliptic line).

See the wikipedia article (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zodiacal_light) on the phenomena.

Dark skies are a requirement. Avoid light pollution. Be dark adapted.

This time of year the ecliptic is almost perpendicular to the horizon. The timing this year
is very good with the new Moon on Mar 11. See if you can spot this thin tall canted
triangular pattern of light which is visible now through Mar 13.

By the way, these small particles, when in high concentrations, are what make for
meteors in our atmosphere. When those particles get somewhat larger, they explode in
the air over Russia!

 

winter marathon

You might include comets and zodiacal light as early targets during your Messier
Marathon night! March is widely considered the best month to attempt the astronomical
challenge, viewing all the objects in Charles Messier's famous deep sky object catalog.

Starting at sunset and continuing through the night to dawn, taking only one or two
breaks, it is possible to view all 109 (or 110) objects. But you can't follow Chuck's
numbering scheme. Look for lists on the internet. Or use astronomical planning utilities
(e.g. SkyTools) to present a list in the appropriate order. For example, typically you start
with M77.

The weekend of Mar 9-10 would be good, so close to the new Moon. Or the weekend
after. Really, it comes down to the weather again.

Good luck! And let us know how you fare.

Note: The Windsor Centre (http://www.rascwindsor.com/) is planning a gathering at the
Pelee national park on the Mar 9-10 weekend. Clear skies!

 

assess light level

Maybe the Marathon is a bit extreme for your tastes. Or you can't get to a dark sky site.
Or you can't pull all-nighters anymore. You can still do some easy at-home citizen
science.
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Photo by Chris Hadfield.

Participate in the GLOBE at Night program (http://www.globeatnight.org/) to assess light
levels. It's simple. Go outside. Maybe do some general observing for 30 minutes or so.
Get dark adapted. Then observe Orion, determine the faintest stars you can see, find
the corresponding chart (on paper or in a mobile app), and report your results.

The current observing window runs to Mar 12. The second last one for the year runs
from Mar 31 to Apr 9.

Oh, and on Mar 23, during Earth Hour, turn off your lights! Unplug! Save the planet!
Thank you. See http://earthhour.org/ for more information.

 

Canada in charge

Chris Hadfield, our Canuck astronaut aboard the International Space Station, likes
photographing the Earth. Why not photograph him?

You can view or image the International Space Station as it flies over Ontario in the
pre-dawn mornings from Mar 14 through Apr 5 and then immediately early-evening
passes from Apr 6 on. See http://www.heavens-above.com/ for more information.

In February, on the 9th, during a rare clear evening, many members around the Greater
Toronto Area enjoyed a spectacular flyover, which was especially picturesque. The path
of the station on this particular evening took it below the Pleiades, below bright Jupiter,
through Taurus, right through the middle of Orion, and onto Gemini, where it brightened
more than Jupiter.

Photo by Bill Longo.
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On Mar 15, the Soyuz TMA-06M craft will depart the ISS, bringing 3 humans back to
Earth. One of them will be former commander of the ISS. Before leaving, he will hand
over control to Col. Chris Hadfield. This will be a proud moment for Canadians, when
Hadfield takes command, a first for a Canadian astronaut.

 

human space exploration

The Space X commercial rocket and vessel went uphill to station on May 1. After a
serious glitch, they docked successfully. Among the supplies and equipment is a cache
of maple syrup!

Another commercial company, Orbital Sciences Corporation, after a glitch, successfully
test-fired their Antares rocket in mid-Februrary.

The Kepler space 'scope working again, after a glitch with the gyros. And it then
captured data on smallest exoplanet ever! It has a diameter less than Mercury and yet
the parent star is over 200 light years away. Amazing!

The Mars rover Curiousity has stopped drilling deeply into rocks. It is experiencing a
computer glitch. Operators are optimistic however. Then the drilled material may be
sampled.

Sadly, the MESSENGER probe orbiting Mercury will see it's extended mission concluded
on Mar 18. So long and thanks for all the data.

 

picturesque Jupiter

Jupiter remains in Taurus making for wonderful wide-field views and photos. See Stu
McNair's "quick" snap. www.stuartmcnair.ca/Images/Jupiter%201491.jpg

The gas giant planet will be nearest orange star Aldebaran on Mar 24.

A week before, on Mar 16, the Moon will join the planet in the Hyades. The Moon phase
will be less than first quarter. Hopefully not too bright or overwhelming to expose the
nearby stars, if imaging. If you're lucky, you might detect, with some magnification
Earthshine. If the Moon does prove too bright, it will be a good opportunity to experiment
with High Dynamic Range photography (HDR).

With a telescope, zoom into to the planet, to enjoy the never-ending show of moons,
cloud bands and zones, and the Great Red (er, Salmon?) Spot, of course! It is
particularly enthralling watching the moons moving over or behind the planet in real time.
But the icing on the cake has to be seeing multiple events at the same time.

The RASC Observer's Handbook and wall calendar give the impression that you may

see double moon shadow transits many times in March and April. Ah.. not if you live in
Ontario. The most interesting event may be on Apr 3, when a single shadow of a moon
crosses the disk of Jupiter at the same time that the Great Red Spot is front and centre.

All this said, remember Jupiter is getting low. Taurus is setting earlier every night. That's
a little sad, saying goodbye to The King. But, on the other hand—more correctly, on the
other side of the sky—Saturn is returning. Yes!

 

your deep sky

Gemini, Canis Minor, Monoceros, Cancer, Leo, Hydra, Sextans, et al., are all well placed
in the southern sky around midnight. These constellations are filled with wonderful
double stars (e.g. Winter Albireo) and deep sky objects, like galaxies. In fact, the space
between Coma Berenices, Virgo, and Leo, is jam-packed with galaxies. So train your
high-power gear in this area when you get dark skies. And if you have good sight lines,
you might try for rare treats in Antila, Pyxis, Puppis, Crater, and Corvus. Happy hunting!

 

beat the weather

Get out there! Use whatever you've got. The weather always sucks in Ontario in
February and March. But if it's clear, one night, even for an hour or so, turn off the TV.
Don't squander these times. Collect distant photons!

For the balance of March and into early April you might:

view comet C/2011 L4 Pan-STARRS
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view zodiacal light
try the Messier Marathon
assess light pollution for Globe at Night
help at Earth Hour
view the International Space Station
view Jupiter between the Hyades and Pleiades
view a moon shadow on Jupiter
view the great spot on Jupiter
view Saturn after midnight

Quit grumbling about the skies. That is all.

 

conclusion

Contact Blake for errors, omissions, questions.

Blake Nancarrow
astronomy at computer-ease dot com
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